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Lucario and the mystery of mew manga

Article Discussion View Source Story from Bulbapedia, a community Pokemon Encyclopedia. Lucario and the Mystery of Mew (Japanese: ミュウと波導カリオ勇者 Mew and Wave-Guiding Hero: Lucario) is a manga adaptation of the film of the same name. It was adapted 伊原しげかつ Shigekatsu Ihara, creator of Pokemon Manga Pokemon Diamond and
Pearl Adventures! and Pokemon Battle Of the Border. There are also at least two short manga adaptations of the same film, one by Emiko Yoshino and one by Miho Asada. Publications Head Blue Adventurer appears! The mystery of the tree the beginning of truth behind the legend!! The differences between anime and manga This section is incomplete.
Please feel free to edit this section to add the missing information and complete it. Similar articles by Lucario and Mystery Mew Sir Aaron redirects here. For medicinal chemist and biophysicist, see Aaron Klug. 2005 film Kunihiko Yuyama Pokemon: Lucario and the mystery mewTheatrical poster release劇場版ポケトモタアドバジェネレショジェネレショ
ミュウと波導勇者カリオ HepburnGeki J'ban Pochettino Monsuta Adobansu Generale Mio Hade no Yasha RukarioLiterallyPocket Monsters Advanced Generation Film: Mew and Wave Hero Lucario Director Kunihiko YuyamaProduceal Choji Yojikawa Yukako Matsushako Junya Okamoto Takemoto Mori 1 Screenplay by Gideka Sonoda 1Based
onPok'monby Satoshi Tajirizynuchi MasudaKen S uugimoriStarringsee below Revealed By Unsho IshizukaMusik by Schinji Miyazaki, Inc.Distributed byToho -1'Release Date July 16, 2005 (2005-07-16) (Japan) Duration 100 minutes (CountryJapanLagyap office) Originally released in Japan as Pocket Monsters Advanced Generation the Movie: Mew and the
Wave Hero is a 2005 Japanese animated sci-fi film directed by Kunihiko Yayama and produced by OLM, Inc. The film stars Ricky Matsumoto, Ikue Otani Yaji Ueda, Kaori, Fujii Yamada, Megumi Hiashibara, Shin-Ichiro Miki, Inuko Inuyama, Daisuke Namikawa, Satomi Karogi, Takeshi Aono, Noriko Hidaka, Koichi Yamadera, Kumiko Oke It was released in
Japanese cinemas on July 16, 2005, followed by a Japanese DVD release on December 22, 2005. English dub was made by 4Kids Entertainment and was first released on DVD in Australia on August 16, 2006, with an American release after September 19, 2006. The English dub film premiered in the US for the first time at the 2006 Comic-Con in San
Diego, California. The film aired in the UK in July 2007 on cartoon network, and it continues It is also the latest Pokemon movie to be called 4Kids Entertainment, which has been dubbing Pokemon since the start of the television series in 1998. All future Pokemon episodes and movies will be duplicated by The Pokemon Company International. The film takes
place during the eighth season of Pokemon: Advanced Battle. Pokemon: Lucario and Mystery Mew was one of four nominees for the American Anime Award for Best Anime Feature Award, but he lost final Fantasy VII: Advent Children. Plot In the legendary past, before creating poke balls, an aura guiding a Pokemon called Lucario feels two rival armies are
about to clash near the Palace of Cameran in the Kanto region. He telepathically informs his master, Sir Aaron, through a nearby crystal shortly before he was attacked by three Houndum. During the battle, Lucario is temporarily blinded but still able to use his aura sphere to defeat Houndoom - feeling their movements with his aura abilities. The queen of
Cameroon, Lady Rin, decides that it is right to die with his people, so Aaron leaves on his Pidgeot to meet Lucario, but he is attacked by a rival group Scarmori on the way. Aaron tells Lucario that he's leaving and won't come back, and when Lucario tries to follow him, he's automatically sealed in Aaron's state. The Tree of Beginning then shines a bright light
covering the earth; stop the war, and the queen realizes that Aaron must have sacrificed himself, using his own aura to turn the hatred of armies into mutual understanding. Since then, he has been hailed as a hero, and only his staff have been left behind by his legacy. About a thousand years later, Ash Ketchum, his partner Pokemon Pikachu and their fellow
travellers Brock, May and Max arrive at The Chamber palace to celebrate Sir Aaron's life. Ash participates in the Pokemon tournament and defeats Kidd Sammons and her Vivila. That night, there is a royal ball, and as the winner of the tournament, Ash is rewarded with the title of Hero of the Year and the privilege to host Aaron's staff. Team Rocket join the
dance too, but Meowt runs away to follow Kidd. She shows herself as an agent researcher, and performs research on Mew, who is known to appear in the palace. Ash and Maine Pokemon run to the attic of the palace to play. However, Kidd's two Weavile attacks when Mew joins in as Max watches through a crack in the door, Mew teleports Pikachu and
Meut to the roof of the castle before turning into Pidgeot and flying away with them. In the ballroom, Ash watches the fireworks. However, Ash begins to hear his voice, and comes from the crystal to his staff. The crystal begins to glow, and Lucario is freed from the guilt because of the aura of Ashe, which bears a close resemblance to Aaron's Aura. Lucario is
confused about what has happened since it was sealed and goes in search of Answers. Max informs the rest of the group about what happened while Team Rocket overheard him. Lady Ilene, the current queen, says that Mew has a tradition of showing up at the palace and taking toys to her house on the Tree of Origin. Ash and his friends begin to work with
Kidd (who is also, as it turned out, famous) and the group went to the Tree of Origin with the help of Lucario, and Team Rocket, following, hiding in the trunk of Kidd. On their way, they find a time flower (which allows the finder to look at images of the past) and meet Bonsly who hitches riding with the group. That night, Ash recalls how much he and Pikachu
had experienced, for example, on their first day together, when Spirov's pack attacked him, and Pikachu jumped to save Ash. Lucario scoffs at the story, saying that people can never be trusted after his apparent betrayal of Sir Aaron in the past. Ash gets angry at this and tackles Lucario, causing a fight. Max tries to cheer Pokemon with chocolate, which
Lucario is not familiar with. The next morning, Lucario encounters the same area where he was sealed in the state. Time Flower projects a moment, showing Sir Aaron grabbing Lucario and flying away, making everyone believe Lucario, saying he was betrayed. Ash apologizes to Lucario for his previous behavior. Lucario, forgiving him, asks Ash to promise
that he will not let Pikachu. At this point, Regirock attacks and everyone runs into the Tree start. Ash and Lucario have broken up, and May, Max, Brock and Kidd are heading in a different direction. Ash eventually gets attacked by Regice, blocking their way, so he and Lucario decide to back off. Meanwhile, everyone else is attacked by Registeel before the
red drop of antibodies produced by the tree begin to devour May, Max, Brock, and the rocket team, as if they are a disease. Ash finally reunites with Pikachu and meets Meut and Kidd, who are the only members of the group on the left. Soon Ash and Kidd are also attacked and eat antibodies, while Registeel stops Lucario from rescuing them. All Pokemon
are crying because of the apparent death of their trainers. However, Mew decides to talk to Wood, using his powers to inform the Tree that people are not trying to harm him. In the end, everyone comes back; however Mew is poorly ill afterwards. Upon learning that The Tree is dying because his immune system is in shock, Ash, Kidd, Mew and Lucario run
into the heart of the Tree. They find a crystal with Sir Aaron's body inside and a Time Flower showing that the legend was true - Aaron actually used his aura to end the ancient war, at the cost of his life. Lucario realizes that he can also restore the Tree using his aura strength. Because of his similar aura, Ash uses Aaron's gloves to help complete the
procedure, despite the fact that both know they will die as a result. As as the sphere of the aura becomes bigger and Powerful, Lucario knocks Ash back and demands to finish the rest. Wood and Mew have been restored to health, but Lucario has little time left. Another time flower is found, showing Sir Aaron saying goodbye to Lucario as he dies. Lucario
begins to cry, seeing the final image of his master, apologizing for the failure of his master, realizing that Aaron sealed him to prevent him from making the same sacrifice. Ash holds Lucario's paws and says he turned out to be as good a keeper of Aura as Sir Aaron. Lucario finally dies, but not before thanking Ashe, knowing that Sir Aaron is waiting for his
Kidd decides that the mystery of the tree must be kept secret to prevent tourism. Ash and Kidd meet With May, Brock and Max outside, who realize that Lucario is not with them. After explaining the situation, Brock mentions that it is hard to believe that Lucario is gone, but Ash says: No, Lucario is not gone ... his aura with me. The credits of the sequence
show that Ash and friends return to the palace and are rewarded by Lady Ilene, while Sir Aaron's portrait of the castle is updated to include Lucario. In the afterlife, Lucario and Sir Aaron share a bar of chocolate, while Kidd leaves the band and travels to Forina in Hoenn, and Ash and his friends continue their journey to the Kanto region. Voice Cast Character
Japanese English Ash Ketchum Rika Matsumoto Veronica Taylor May Kaori Max Fujigi Yamada Amy Birnbaum Brock Yaji Ueda Eric Stuart Pikachu Ikue Otani Lucario Daisuke Namikawa Sean Shemmel Groveil Ueda Darren Danstan Combusken Chinami Nishimura Munchlax Chie Sato James Shin-Ichhiro Miki Eric Stuart Jesse Megumi Heasibar Rachel
Lillis Myut Inuyama Maddie Blaustain Mew Satomi Corogy Summers Becky Rebecca Soler Lt. Banks Takeshi Aono Pit Zarustics Aaron Koichi Yamadera Jason Griffith Rin Momoko Kikuchi Bella Hudson Eileen unshou Ishizuka narrator Mike Pollock's release theatrical run Pokemon: Lucario and Mystery Mew was released in Japan on July 16, 2005. Home
Media It was released directly on a video with an English-language dub in the United States on September 19, 2006 Viz Video. It was the last Pokemon release featuring 4Kids Entertainment, although it was released before the final episode of Season 8 was named. However, the Australian DVD has the film presented on a widescreen US while the release
contained a full frame of the presentation. The film has yet to be released on DVD in the United Kingdom, although it has been released as a digital download in the UK iTunes Store and on Amazon's website in the UK. The Box Office General Screening of Lucario and Mystery Mew in Japan ran for 6 weeks from July 16 to August 26, 2005. July 16-17: 2nd
place in the overall standings, 1st domestic 23-24 July: 2nd place in the overall standings, 1st domestic 30-31 July: 2nd place in the overall standings, 1st domestic 6-7 August: 3rd place in the overall standings, 2nd in the overall standings 13-14: 3rd overall, 2nd domestic 20-21 August: 4th overall, 2nd domestic August 27-28: 7th overall, 4th domestic since
its premiere on July 16, 2005, Lucario and Mystery Mew has grossed 4.3 billion pounds at the Japanese box office, making it the second highest-grossing domestic film of the year, behind only Howl's Moving Castle. The film was watched by about 3,930,000 viewers. The final box office is 98.3 percent of last year's sales, but with the last three films all
consistently passing the 4 billion yen mark, it is considered a success in the market. The small loss of the market is due to the fierce competition at the box office from other anime films operating simultaneously. The film also received high praise from Japanese critics, with praise for its animation, score, and its dark tone. Notes : Pocket Monsters Extended
Generation Movie: Mew and Wave Hero (Japanese: 劇場版ポケトモタアドバジェネレショ ミュウと波導勇者カリオ, Hepburn: Hekijaban Ockito Monsuta Adobansu Generic Mee to Hadi no Yasha Rukorio, illuminated. The history of Toho Studio: History and Full Filmography. Scared The Press. page 438. ISBN 978-1461673743. And more than 2005. Irene.
Association of Film Producers of Japan. Received on February 13, 2019. Post Bag: Silver Screen Themed!, pokemon.com. The last time the URL was accessed was on March 4, 2007. ^ 最新⽇本映画興⾏成績ランキング. FilmWker. Each Pokemon movie is rated, according to viewers. Cbr. 2019-05-10. Received 2019-07-05. Wikiquote's External Links has
quotes related to: Pokemon: Lucario and The Mystery of Mew Video Games Portal Official Japanese Film Page Pokemon: Lucario and Mystery Mew on IMDb Pokemon: Lucario and Mystery Mew on AllMovie Pokemon: Lucario and the Mystery of Mew in the Encyclopedia Anime News Network: Lucario and Mystery Mew at the Box Office Mojo Pokemon:
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